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We synthesized sub–10 nm carbon nanoparticles (CNPs) consis-

tent with photoluminescent carbon dots (C-dots) from carbon fiber

starting material. The production of different C-dots fractions was

monitored over seven days. During the course of the reaction, one

fraction of C-dots species with relatively high photoluminescence

was short-lived, emerging during the first hour of reaction but

disappearing after one day of reaction. Isolation of this species

during the first hour of the reaction was crucial to obtaining higher-

luminescent C-dots species. When the reaction proceeded for one

week, the appearance of larger nanostructures was observed over

time, with lateral dimensions approaching 200 nm. The experimen-

tal evidence suggests that these larger species are formed from

small C-dot nanoparticles bridged together by sulfur-based moie-

ties between the C-dot edge groups, as if the C-dots polymerized by

cross-linking the edge groups through sulfur bridges. Their size

can be tailored by controlling the reaction time. Our results

highlight the variety of CNP products, from sub–10 nm C-dots to

�200 nm sulfur-containing carbon nanostructures, that can be

produced over time during the oxidation reaction of the graphenic

starting material. Our work provides a clear understanding of when

to stop the oxidation reaction during the top-down production of C-

dots to obtain highly photoluminescent species or a target average

particle size.

Index Headings: Carbon dots; C-dots; Carbon nanoparticles;

Photoluminescence nanoparticles; Carbon nanomaterials; Gra-

phene oxide; Carbon nanosheets.

INTRODUCTION

A variety of bulk carbon-based starting materials such

as soot,1–3 graphite nanofibers (GNFs),4,5 activated

carbon,6 carbon nanotubes,7 graphene,8 and carbon

fibers (CFs),9,10 have been used as precursors to

perform top-down syntheses of carbon nanoparticles

(CNPs). Species with relatively larger lateral dimensions

such as graphene oxide nanosheets have been reported

as products.5 However, smaller CNPs such as graphene

quantum dots (GQDs)9 and carbon dots (C-dots)4 are

often reported, which are similar species that generally

differ in their height profiles as determined using atomic

force microscopy (AFM).11 In addition, they may also

have structural variety that can be determined using

spectroscopic techniques such as Raman spectroscopy,

in which significant differences can be found between

amorphous C-dots12 and GQDs.13 Photoluminescent

GQDs and C-dots are touted for their properties, such

as small sizes, intrinsic and stable photoluminescence,

biocompatibility, and ease of surface derivitization11

while showing promise for applications such as chro-

matographic stationary phases,14 drug-delivery vehi-

cles,15 photothermal therapies,16 photocatalysis,17

bioimaging,4 and chemical sensing.18 Graphene oxide

nanosheets are also cited for use in similar applications,

including intracellular drug delivery and cellular imag-

ing;19 in addition, graphene oxide can be chemically

converted to graphene,20 which has a host of exciting

applications and fascinating properties that have been at

the center of research and innovation in recent years.21

The synthetic process to produce C-dots from bulk

carbon starting materials involves the simultaneous

etching (i.e., breaking of C–C bonds) and oxidation of

the bulk carbon starting material under acidic conditions;

this produces species with hydrophilic moieties at the

surfaces, making them water soluble. Typically, reaction

conditions may involve temperatures around 80–160 8C
and reaction times on the order of a few hours to a day.

Previous studies of nanofiber-derived graphene oxide

nanocolloids indicated that sheets are etched down from

the nanofibers to sizes with average diameters of 46 nm

for a 2 h reaction time and 18 nm for a 12 h reaction

time.5 A variety of properties have been reported for CF-

derived GQDs synthesized at different reaction temper-

atures and a constant reaction time of one day.9 Carbon

dots have also been synthesized from CFs by electro-

chemical etching;22 other reports of CF-derived CNPs

use single-temperature and reaction-time conditions.10

Although there is a plethora of literature on various

reaction conditions at different temperatures and

oxidizing conditions using nitric acid only,3 nitric acid–

sulfuric acid mixtures,4 and modified Hummers’ meth-

ods,5 there is a distinct lack of fundamental studies and

understanding of the reaction dynamics and the species

produced at various time points. Furthermore, a

detailed study of intact CFs treated under a mixture of

nitric and sulfuric acids has previously revealed that

oxygen-, nitrogen-, and sulfur-containing groups varied

discontinuously over time on the CF surface, especially

in the early stages of reaction.23 The authors of this

study23 did not aim to study any nanomaterial produc-

tion, but they found that acid attack occurred first on the

CF surface, which established sites for subsequent
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oxidation. These results indicate that the etching of

CNPs from CFs may be a dynamic process that warrants

detailed study on its own.

One question we wanted to answer was: Can the same

or similar CNP species be produced after the optimiza-

tion of the reaction conditions from graphitic-based

starting materials of vastly different dimensions (80 nm

versus 11 lm diameter carbonaceous fibers)? Although

this could seem trivial, there is no such direct evaluation

in the literature. There are reports on using both CFs and

GNFs to produces C-dots.4,5,9,10 Considering their costs

(GNFs cost �$50.00/g and CFs �$0.10/g), it is important

to understand whether both can be used to generate the

same species. We also wanted to understand how CNP

species change over an extended period of time in the

reaction vessel. That is, are they etched away into

molecular precursors or does the nanomaterial some-

how stabilize at favored products, or do the CNPs

continue to evolve into new nanomaterial species as a

function of time? Although it is useful to start with

reported conditions to rapidly synthesize carbon nano-

material, we contend it is of immediate importance to

perform detailed studies of CNP products at various time

points in the reaction to obtain the most desirable

photoluminescent products and gain a fundamental

understanding of the CNP production process.

In this study, we prepared C-dots using CFs as the

graphenic carbon precursor and followed the reaction

using anion-exchange high-performance liquid chroma-

tography (AE-HPLC). The high-resolution separation of

CNPs facilitated the study of the different species

produced, allowing us to obtain unique and crucial

information rapidly, on-line1,2,4 as well as off-line,1,4,24

after their fractionation. We provide evidence indicating

that the first hour of the reaction is crucial to isolating

unique photoluminescent C-dots species in solution.

Further, by using a variety of techniques and extending

the reaction time of the CFs out to seven days, we can

see that clear day-to-day differences exist for the

produced CNPs, with a trend suggesting that the C-dots

‘‘polymerize’’ to form larger nanostructures with cova-

lent sulfur-based cross-links between the C-dot edge

groups.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals. Sulfuric acid (95–98%) and nitric acid

(65%) (EM Science, Gibbstown, NJ) were used in the

hydrothermal reaction and later neutralized with ammo-

nium carbonate (J. T. Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ). The CFs

(Union Carbide, Danbury, CT) acquired were of the

Thornel brand (type P-55s, 4K, lot no. UC-320). A

technical data sheet with the properties and character-

istics for the CFs is readily available at the Cytec

Industries website.25 Deionized water was collected from

an EasyPure II system (Barnstead International) fed with

a deionized water tap to produce 18.2 MX�cm deionized

and filtered (0.2 lm) water.

Synthesis of Carbon Nanoparticles. The carbon

nanomaterial from the CFs was synthesized by placing

300 mg of CFs and 60 mL sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and 20 mL

nitric acid (HNO3) into a three-neck round-bottom flask

fitted with a reflux condenser in the middle and the two

additional ports capped. The reaction mixture was bath

sonicated for 1 h prior to heating at 120 8C. A 1 mL aliquot

of the reaction mixture was removed at each of the

following time points: 1 h, 1 day, 2 days, 3 days, 4 days,

5 days, 6 days, and 7 days. Ammonium carbonate was

used to neutralize the samples. After neutralization, the

samples were centrifuged for 10 min at 10 000 rpm using

a mini-centrifuge (Corning/Costar, Cambridge, MA) and

filtered through a 450 nm syringe filter. The filtered

supernatant was dialyzed against water in a 1 kDa high-

grade regenerated cellulose tubular membrane (Mem-

brane Filtration Products, Seguin, TX) to remove small

species and salts. This produced CNPs for the different

times in the range of 120–180 mg, corresponding to

yields of 40–60%. Control CNP syntheses were per-

formed in which the CFs were exposed to the same

conditions but using nitric acid only and sulfuric acid

only. An amount of 80 mL of the acid was added for each

control reaction. The post-synthetic treatment was

performed in the same manner to obtain CNPs.

Spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy was performed

using a spectrophotometer (Horiba Jobin-Yvon, Edison,

NJ) equipped with a coupled-charged device (CCD)

camera. The RTD exposure time was set to 1 s, the

accumulation exposure time was 1000 s, and the number

of accumulations was three. The 514.5 nm laser

excitation line from an argon ion laser (�5 mW) was

employed. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectros-

copy was carried out on a Hyperion 3000 IR microscope

(4 cm�1 resolution, 64 scans, 153 objective; Bruker

Optics, Billerica, MA) and Vertex 70 bench. Samples

were analyzed in transmission mode. Atmospheric water

and carbon dioxide (CO2) were corrected, and baseline

subtracted data were used. Measured spectra were

referenced with respect to a blank area of the silicon

wafer substrate used for measurement. X-ray photoelec-

tron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed

under high vacuum conditions using a PHI 5000 Versa-

Probe XPS spectrophotometer with monochromatic Al

Ka radiation (1486.6 eV) equipped with a hemispherical

energy analyzer (Physical Electronics, Chanhassen,

MN). Samples were analyzed using a pass energy of

23.5 eV and an increment of 0.1 eV for high-resolution

scans and a pass energy of 117.4 eV and an increment of

1.0 eV for survey scans. Prior to peak fitting, the spectra

were baseline corrected using the PHI Multipak software

(ver. 9.2.0.5). The high-resolution, fitted spectra were

adjusted to normalize the C–C peak to 284.6 eV. For

relative elemental analysis, high-resolution C1s, O1s,

N1s, and S2p scans were used and analyzed using the

PHI Multipak software. For Raman, FT-IR, and XPS

measurements, the samples were drop-cast onto a

silicon wafer and dried prior to analysis. A Cary Eclipse

fluorimeter (Agilent/Varian, Santa Clara, CA) was used

for photoluminescence measurements, and ultraviolet-

visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy was performed using a

8453 UV-visible absorption spectrophotometer (Agilent).

Separations. We used AE-HPLC to separate and

analyze the CNPs using a IonPac AS12A analytical

column (4.0 mm inner diameter3200 mm length; Dionex,

Sunnyvale, CA) on an Agilent 1100 HPLC system (Agilent

Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). Detection was achieved

on-line using UV absorbance at 250 nm and laser-
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induced photoluminescence (LIP) detection. For LIP, the

excitation source consisted of the 325 nm line of a helium

cadmium (HeCd) laser (series 56; Omnichrome, Chino,

CA). The emitted light was passed through a 350 nm

longpass filter before reaching a photomultiplier tube

detector. The separation conditions were as follows: flow

rate, 1 mL/min; mobile phase gradient from 100 to

300 mM ammonium carbonate (pH 9.0) over 15 min, held

for 20 min, and then flushed with 1.00 M ammonium

carbonate. For fraction collection, a semi-preparative

column was used with dimensions of 9.0 mm (inner

diameter)3250 mm (length) with a flow rate of 5 mL/min,

using the same separation conditions used with the

analytical column. Capillary electrophoresis (CE) was

performed on a P/ACE MDQ system equipped with a UV

detection unit (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA). The 32 Karat

software (MDQ) was used for system operation and data

collection. Electrophoretic separations were performed

using a bare fused-silica capillary (Polymicro Technol-

ogies, Phoenix, AZ) with dimensions 50 lm internal

diameter, 60 cm total length, and 50 cm effective length.

The applied voltage was 25 kV. The run buffer consisted

of 100 mM glycine (J.T. Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ) at pH 9.9.

The data were collected at 4 Hz from the UV detector set

at 214 nm. The capillary temperature was maintained at

25 8C. Sample injection was performed by applying

0.5 psi for 8 s.

Electron Microscopy and Atomic Force Microscopy.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements

were performed on a JEM 2010 (JEOL, Peabody, MA)

operated at 200 kV. Samples were drop-cast on an

ultrathin carbon film on holey carbon (from Ted Pella,

Redding, CA). We carried out AFM using a SmartSPM-

1000-2 (AIST-NT, Novato, CA) with a Si probe (k= 5.3 N/m)

in tapping mode.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis and Fractionation of Carbon Dots. Car-

bon-fiber-derived CNPs were synthesized under various

conditions using mixtures of nitric and sulfuric ac-

ids.9,10,26 After scouting various conditions, based on

our previous work with GNF starting material,4,24 we

settled on reaction conditions using a mixture of nitric

and sulfuric acids at a constant temperature of 120 8C.
Our aim was to produce small, luminescent C-dots from

CFs that may resemble luminescent nanomaterials

obtained from less cost-effective GNF precursors4 under

optimized conditions to maximize production.

We evaluated various reaction time points in the

oxidation reaction. After 1 h of reaction under the acidic

conditions, the CF starting material was completely

etched into solution with no detectable solid CFs

remaining in the reaction vessel (see Fig. S1A in the

Supplemental Material). Interestingly, when performing

the control experiments using nitric acid only or sulfuric

acid only, we found that solid pieces of CF persisted even

after two weeks of refluxing at 120 8C (Figs. S1B–S1D).

These results indicate that the combination of nitric and

sulfuric acids is critical to the complete etching of CFs into

water-soluble species. Using the nitric acid–sulfuric acid

mixture, we found that, after 1 h of reaction, luminescent

nanoparticle fractions were regenerated that had chro-

matographic patterns and elution times similar to those

obtained from GNFs.4 To investigate whether, indeed,

different bulk carbon starting materials could be used to

reproduce similar C-dots species, the oxidation of CFs

was followed for seven days using AE-HPLC (Fig. 1). The

CF-derived fraction b in Fig. 1 showed nearly identical

excitation–emission spectra (see Fig. 2b) and average

size (TEM images shown in Fig. S2) to those of the GNF-

derived fraction having similar a retention time under

identical conditions.4 Other fractions, for example, frac-

tions a and c in Fig. 1, also showed strikingly similar

properties to those derived from the GNFs (Fig. S3). We

previously studied various HPLC-derived fractions of C-

dots, and each fraction is known to have unique

properties, such as photoluminescence, size, and surface

functionality.1,4,24 The species a, b, and c in Fig. 1 differ in

FIG. 1. The AE-HPLC chromatograms of CF-derived CNPs, synthesized

after 1 h, one day, and seven days of reaction time. Peak b was

prominent in the 1 h reaction products but absent after one day of

reaction.

FIG. 2. Excitation and emission spectra (excitation k of 325 and

488 nm) for fraction b in both materials having identical retention times

by AE-HPLC. (a) GNF-derived fraction. (b) CF-derived fraction. The

emission spectrum for the 488 nm excitation has been offset in the y-

axis for clarity in both panels.
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charge, in that they elute at different times from the ion

chromatographic column, and they also differ in size

(species a is 10 nm, b is 7 nm, and c is 14 nm).

The CF-derived fraction b in Fig. 1 was a transient

species present after 1 h of reaction but was absent after

one day of reaction and did not reappear through

seven days of reaction. It is important to note that

fraction b corresponds to one of the species with higher

quantum yields in the nanoparticle mixture (4% quantum

yield compared to 1% of the unseparated mixture), and

without a detailed study of CNPs over time, such species

could have been missed and eliminated entirely from the

reaction products. To investigate the time-dependent

CNP product distribution, we performed additional

studies of the products after 1 h and after each day of

reaction.

Analysis of the CF reaction mixture over time using

TEM (see Fig. 3) revealed a clear trend of an increased

particle size as a function of reaction time. Small CNPs,

similar to what was isolated as AE-HPLC fraction b (Fig.

S2), were found in the 1 h CF-derived CNP products (Fig.

3a). The lowest particle heights observed for the CNPs

synthesized after 1 h of reaction were 1.5–3 nm,

determined by AFM (Fig. S4A). Carbon nanoparticles

with such a height profile have been ascribed in the

literature to few-layer or multilayer graphene quantum

dots27 and C-dots.12 Using high-resolution TEM, we did

not observe a defined crystalline lattice; therefore, we do

not claim our CNPs are graphene quantum dots. After

three days of reaction, there was a clear change of the

sub–10 nm C-dots to a mixture of C-dots and larger

species 10–20 nm in diameter (Fig. 3b). Even larger

species were observed after five days of reaction (Fig.

3c), and the largest species, approaching 200 nm in

diameter, were found after seven days of reaction. The

large species produced after seven days of reaction

appeared to be planar nanostructures, based on the

contrast of the TEM image (Fig. 3d), although these

species incorporated sulfur in their structure. Some

small C-dots species could still be found after

seven days of reaction alongside the larger disk-like

carbon nanostructures. We confirmed using AFM that the

height of the larger CNPs synthesized after seven days

was 4–7 nm (Fig. S4B), which is indicative of a multilayer

structure. The AFM images also highlighted the differ-

ences in particle dimensions between 1 h and 7 days of

reaction, suggesting some sort of particle growth (i.e.,

FIG. 3. The TEM images of the CF-derived CNPs synthesized. (a) After 1 h; the arrows point to some of the small (�7 nm) C-dots observed. (b) After
3 days. (c) After 5 days. (d) After 7 days.
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polymerization) over time, with the larger particle sizes

found after seven days of reaction (see Figs. 3d and S4).

The top-down CNP formation is considered an etching

process resulting in smaller structures derived from the

starting material; it was surprising to see particle growth

on the three to seven day time scale. Most of the

reported CNP syntheses have been performed on much

shorter time scales,5,9,28 possibly missing this phenom-

enon. The results from AE-HPLC indicated some chang-

es in the CNPs at different reaction times, but they were

minimal compared to the vast differences seen using

TEM. Separation using AE-HPLC is based on anionic

surface interaction with the ion-exchange resin in the

HPLC column. If the C-dots were linked together to form

larger structures over time, they may have been too

large to make it through the chromatographic column. In

addition, the surface–charge properties of the larger

nanoparticles may have also decreased significantly,

and those nanoparticles of appropriate size may have

little or no interaction with the retentive phase under the

experimental conditions used. This is supported by the

increase in the peak height of the chromatographic band

corresponding to the least retained compound species

(species f in Fig. 1). To learn more about the species

formed at longer reaction times, we turned to other

techniques.

Capillary electrophoresis is a separation technique

based on an analytes’ charge/size ratio, and it can

provide indications of various sizes of CNPs.29 The CE of

the reaction mixtures at different reaction times showed

that the charge/size ratio of the species changed over

time (see Fig. 4). After two days, the electropherogram

showed multiple CNP species, mostly defined by

individual peaks. However, after four days of reaction,

significant peak broadening was observed, which con-

tinued to broaden as the time progressed to seven days

of reaction, as seen in Fig. 4. The broadening of

electrophoretic peaks is indicative of a broadening of

the CNP species charge/size distribution of the CNP,20

which we attribute to CNPs with larger sizes, while

maintaining broad distributions of CNPs from sub–10 nm

to near 200 nm after seven days of reaction.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy. We used

FT-IR spectroscopy to gain insight into the chemical

composition of the time-dependent changes over the

course of the evolution of C-dots to larger CNPs. The

infrared (IR) spectra for the CNPs show a number of

bands corresponding to sulfonic acids that decreased

over time while the bands related to covalent sulfur

bridges grew in magnitude (see Fig. 5). The time-

dependent FT-IR spectra show a loss and growth of

certain functional groups. This phenomenon becomes

more apparent after one day of reaction. The regions in

the IR spectra corresponding to different functional

groups are shown in Fig. 5a. The functional groups in

region A (�1190 cm�1) are assigned to sulfonic acid

group (SO3) asymmetrical stretching of sulfonic acid

salts (some of the sulfonic acids converted to salts after

neutralization), whereas region C (�1050 cm�1) is

assigned to the SO3 symmetrical stretching of sulfonic

acid salts.30,31 Furthermore, region D (�880 cm�1) may

be assigned to S–O stretching of sulfonic acids,31

although it may have some contribution from vinyli-

denes32 because a peak near 880 cm�1 appears in the

FT-IR spectra for both the NO3-only and HSO4-only

control experiments (Fig. S5). Region B (�1130 cm�1)
in Fig. 5 shows the growth of the sulfonyl group (SO2)

symmetrical stretch of covalent sulfonates,30,33 concom-

itant with a decrease of the sulfonic acid functionality

(regions A and C). Further, a band grew over time

around 1400 cm�1 (Fig. 5b, region E), which is assigned

to the SO2 asymmetrical stretching of covalent sulfo-

nates.30,32–34 The spectra in Fig. 5 were normalized to the

band around 1435 cm�1 (identified by an asterisk), which

is present in all spectra and can be assigned to C=C
bonding.31,35 Note that a peak near 1435 cm�1 appeared
in the FT-IR spectra for both the NO3-only and HSO4-only

control reactions (Fig. S5) indicating that it may be

related to the carbon structure and not to sulfur- or

nitrogen-containing functionalities.

FIG. 4. Electropherograms of the CF-derived CNPs after two days,

four days, and seven days of reaction. FIG. 5. Offset, normalized FT-IR spectra of the CF-derived CNPs after

1 h and from one to seven days of reaction time (by one day

increments). (a) For the 1260–800 cm�1 region. (b) For the 1500–

1350 cm�1 region. Region A(#) (�1190 cm�1), region C(#) (�1050 cm�1),
and region D(#) (�880 cm�1) are assigned to sulfonic acids. Region B(")
(�1130 cm�1) and region E(") (�1400 cm�1) are assigned to covalent

sulfonates. The up/down arrow for each region indicates increasing (")
or decreasing (#) intensity over time.
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The FT-IR spectra presented in Fig. 5 indicate that

sulfonic acid residues on the CNPs are converted into

covalent sulfonates over time. Covalent sulfonates could

be formed through dehydration reactions with a sulfonic

acid group and a hydroxyl group (–OH) present on the

CNPs. Interestingly, sulfur-based anhydrides also have

SO2 symmetrical and asymmetrical stretching bands in

the same region as the covalent sulfonates,30 and so

anhydride-based covalent bridges arising from the

dehydration of two sulfonic acid groups must not be

discounted as a possibility. We note that sulfonic acids

on Nafion membranes have been shown to condense

into sulfonic acid anhydrides under acidic conditions.36 It

is also possible to imagine the formation of sulfonic

acid–carboxylic acid anhydrides. In any case, sulfonic

acids appear to undergo dehydration to form covalent

cross-links between nanoparticles, thus forming larger

CNP structures as the reaction time proceeds on the day

time scale. Note that non-sulfur-based functional groups

present on the CNPs include alcohols, carbonyls, and

carboxylates (Fig. S6). Other evidence for the loss of

sulfonic acids over time is seen by monitoring the bands

in the IR spectrum near 2475 and 2890 cm�1, region F and

region G, respectively, in Fig. S7, which can be assigned

to sulfonic acids (–OH stretching);25,31 both decreased in

intensity on the day time scale.

We cannot discard the possibility that the bridging that

forms the larger nanostructures can also involve, for

example, a carboxylate ester. In general, however, the

FT-IR data strongly suggest that the C-dots produced

contain the sulfonic acid functionality after one day of

reaction, while covalent sulfonates (or anhydrides) grow

systematically over the course of the seven days of

reaction. The growth of covalent sulfur-based bridges by

dehydration reactions of sulfonic acids is consistent with

the formation of larger CNP phenomenon observed on

the day time scale, which is schematically depicted in

Fig. 6. Note that, aside from the side-edge group stitching

of the C-dots, condensation can also link C-dots across

their basal planes, all in a polymerization-like fashion.

The TEM images (Fig. 3) are indicative not just of larger

particles connected through edge groups, but also of an

increase in electron density contrast consistent with the

increasing AFM height profiles (Fig. S4); this suggests

that the condensation reactions are contributing to the

connectivity of these structures to some degree in the z

direction, although sulfur bridging in the xy direction

predominates. We also point out that on the formation of

the sulfur-containing nanostructures, we did not observe

a measureable effect on the overall quantum yield of the

bulk mixture, which remained at about 1% throughout the

course of the reaction over seven days. However, the

smaller C-dot nanoparticles (e.g., fraction b) disap-

peared as the sulfur-based moieties increase with

reaction time.

Raman and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopies. To
further understand the changes in structure and function-

ality of the CNPs over time, we also performed Raman

spectroscopy and XPS. Raman spectroscopy indicated

that after 1 h of synthesis, the C-dots had a relatively high

degree of graphitization, as indicated by the ratio of

intensities of the D-band to G-band (ID/IG), shown in Fig. 7.

The disorder D-band is related to defects in the graphite

lattice (i.e., sp3 carbon), and the G-band is related to sp2-

hybridized carbon networks.37 We found that after 1 h of

synthesis, the ID/IG ratio was 0.80 6 0.03, indicating that

there are some defects in the C-dots’ sp2-carbon lattice

arising from oxidation and hetero-groups on the surface.38

Such a ratio for the D-band to G-band is in the range that

has been reported for high-quality CNPs.9,13 Over time, as

oxidation continues and the sp2-carbon lattice is defected

further, the ID/IG ratio of the CNPs increases significantly

(p , 0.05) to 0.94 6 0.02 after one day of reaction, with a

further increase (p , 0.05) to 1.01 6 0.04 after seven days

of reaction. We also point out that, although we observed

the larger particles, the dimensions of the constituent

FIG. 6. Schematic representation of the conversion of carbon fibers to C-dots after 1 h of reaction followed by conversion to larger nanostructures

after dehydration reactions of sulfonic acids. Note that all functional groups were intentionally placed on the edges for simplicity.
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fragments remained small, reflected in the D-band

because the phonon coherence length is directly related

to the Raman D-band.39

An XPS survey scan and a high-resolution scan (for

carbon C1s) of the C-dots synthesized after 1 h of

reaction are shown in Fig. 8. The scans indicate that a

significant amount of oxygen is present on the carbon-

based nanomaterial surface with some contributions

from sulfur and nitrogen, too. We curve-fitted the high-

resolution C1s spectra by assuming the presence of

C–C-, C–O-, C=O-, and O–C=O-type bonding; although

carbon bound to sulfur and nitrogen may also have some

contributions in the same spectral region, they were

disregarded because of the relatively low percentages of

those species. A high-resolution, curve-fitted C1s spec-

trum for CNPs synthesized after seven days of reaction

indicated similar types of bonding (Fig. S8). The different

amount of carbon as C–C, C–O, C=O, and O–C=O
bonding on the CNPs after 1 h and seven days of

reactions are shown in Table I. Although the carbon

percentages in Table I (panel A) seems to indicate a

slight loss, the values for the amount of carbon as C–C

(p = 0.122) and as C–O (p = 0.060) are not significantly

different for the two reaction times. There is, however, a

notable increase of the higher oxidation-state functional

group O–C=O (p = 0.023), but the change in C=O was

not significant (p = 0.375). Table I (panel B) displays the

XPS elemental composition using high-resolution scans

of C1s, O1s, N1s, and S2p after 1 h and seven days of

reaction. A relative loss of total carbon from 57 to 52%

(p , 0.001) can be noticed. Over the same time period,

the percentages of oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur all

increased (p , 0.001) as some of the sp2-carbon lattice

was transformed into sp3-carbon that was defective with

hetero-groups. The increase in hetero-groups, however,

was evidenced by electronic absorbance spectroscopy

(Fig. S9). The UV-Vis peaks around 230 nm can be

assigned to the p–p* transitions of sp2 carbon,40,41

indicating that graphitic carbon persisted through

seven days of reaction, which we also confirmed using

Raman spectroscopy. The shoulders from 250 to 400 nm

may be assigned to C=O groups40,41 and other hetero-

groups, which can be clearly seen as increasing over the

course of the reaction.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that certain thermodynamically

favorable C-dots species with similar properties can be

generated from two different bulk carbon precursors of

vastly different dimensions (i.e., 11 lm CFs and 80 nm

GNFs). By means of AE-HPLC, we discovered that some

CNP species with relatively high photoluminescence

were transient and would have gone unperceived

without our detailed study. Although we may expect

further etching of the CNPs into smaller structures over

time, we found that over the course of the reaction from

one to seven days there is a clear nanostructure growth,

producing CNPs near 200 nm in size after seven days of

FIG. 7. Offset, normalized Raman spectra for CF-derived CNPs

synthesized after 1 h, one day, and seven days of reaction time. The

D-band and G-bands are labeled, and the ratios of the intensities of the

D-band to the G-band are provided for each spectrum.

FIG. 8. Scans of the CF-derived CNPs after 1 h of synthesis. (a) The
XPS survey scan. (b) High-resolution C1s scan. The dashed black line

in (b) represents the measured spectrum, while the closely following

continuous curve (magenta) represents the sum of the fitted peaks.

Individual spectra corresponding to the different oxidation states of

carbon are indicated in (b).

TABLE I. Relative percentages of carbon-carbon and carbon-oxygen bonding and relative elemental composition for CF-derived CNPs
synthesized.

Reaction time

Carbon–carbon and carbon–oxygen bonding (%)a Elemental composition (%)b

C–C C–O C=O O–C=O C O S N

1 hr 68.3 6 0.5 13.6 6 0.2 3.1 6 0.4 15.0 6 0.4 57.1 6 0.3 34.4 6 0.4 2.4 6 0.1 6.1 6 0.4

7 days 67.0 6 0.5 12.6 6 0.3 2.7 6 0.3 17.6 6 0.4 52.2 6 0.3 37.8 6 0.4 3.3 6 0.1 6.7 6 0.1

a Determined from peak fitting of C1s XPS spectra.
b Determined from high-resolution XPS scans.
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reaction. We attribute these to the reaction between

individual C-dots that were bridged together through

sulfur linkages from dehydration reactions of sulfonic

acids, resulting in nanosheet-like structures. In this

sense, bulk CFs are broken down to form C-dots (top-

down) followed by the formation of larger nanoparticles

from C-dots connected over time through their edge

groups by sulfur-based bridges (bottom-up). The forma-

tion of the sulfur-bridged particles can be tuned to

specific average diameters depending on the amount of

time the reaction is allowed to proceed. Considering the

recent interest in sub–10 nm photoluminescent CNPs and

related materials, our results demonstrate that CFs are a

viable starting material for synthesizing a range of CNPs

that can be controlled by the reaction time. Significantly,

careful control of reaction time and process monitoring

is crucial to obtain highly luminescent C-dot species as

well as to tailor the average particle size.
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